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2 COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

In partnership with De La Salle University Manila, CSCE 
and ORPC will spearhead a computer literacy program  
that will be conducted for selected elementary students 
of Pulo Elementary School. Last October 2, 2013, a sem-
inar was conducted and facilitated by DLSU (led by Dr. 
Rhod Nuncio) for MCL Faculty members from various col-
leges who volunteered to participate in the aforemen-
tioned program.

Computer Literacy 
Training Seminar

Light Up, Life Up! 
Workshop
Last October 16, 2013, a workshop for the 
construction and installation of Solar Street 
Lights and Liter of Lights was conducted by Mr. 
Illac Diaz, founder of the My Shelter Founda-
tion, and Mr. Angelo Javier and Rikki Macolor 
students from the Faculty of Engineering of 
the University of Santo Tomas. MITL students 
who attended the workshop will spearhead 
the workshop to be conducted for the MCL 
Community as well as the actual construction 
and installation of lights for the Makati Hom-
eville Resettlement Community in Calauan, 
Laguna. 

Last October 19, 2013, around 800 relief items were turned-
over to Barangay Landayan in San Pedro, Laguna to help 
support families who are have been affected by recent 
typhoons. These families have yet to recover from the 
onslaught of Typhoon Maring and is continuously be-
ing affected by the flooding caused by subsequent the 
subsequent Habagat. 

Turn-over of Relief Goods: Barangay Landayan
Evacuation Center
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3 COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

 The College of Computer and Information Science 
(CCIS) held a community engagement last October 
25, 2013 at the Mary Mother of God Home for the 
Abandoned and Elderly in San Pedro Laguna. CCIS 
faculty, staff, and students conducted a program for 
the residents of the aforementioned shelter. The 
community engagement is a part of the 2013 CCIS 
Week.  

Christmas in October

SERVICE - LEARNING 

Last October 1 to 2, 2013, selected Computer 
Engineering students under the supervision of 
Prof. Maribelle Pabiania installed a database 
software for MCL’s mini-library project at Brgy. 
Mamatid. A computer unit was also donated to 
the library. The goal of this service-learning ac-
tivity is to allow the students to use their techni-
cal skills for the benefit of the community. This 
project is supposed to help the barangay in or-
ganizing and standardizing the operations of the 
library.

Software Installation 
at Brgy. Mamatid’s 
Mini-Library

The students of CWTS012 did team-building activi-
ties during the first session of this term’s NSTP class-
es. The activities that students have participated in 
include the following: Getting to Know You, Longest 
Line, Clap Game, and Human Factory. The goal of 
these activities is to develop the following charac-
teristics and skills respectively: information gather-
ing, planning, execution, resourcefulness, and alert-
ness.

CWTS012 First Face-to-Face Meeting SY 
2013-2014

NATIONAL SERVICE TRAINING PROGRAM
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Light Up, Life Up!
Ribbon Cutting Ceremony
 After the series of events leading to the launching of the Light Up, Life Up! Christmas Project 
on Dec.6, 2013, the Ribbon Cutting Ceremony of the aforementioned initiative was officially held. Light 
Up, Life Up! is MCL’s institutional project this year whose aim is to lighten up the lives of the people in 
this community by providing solar street lights. The event was graced by Engr. Dodjie S. Maestrecampo. 
Also in attendance are some program chairs, department heads, faculty members, staff, and students. 
The project generated a total amount of Php 202,869.25. The incurred expenses amounted to Php 
167,464.48. The remaining amount of Php 35,404.41 will be used to purchase more solar street light 
kits to be constructed and installed by MITL students.
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Matang Tubig 
Escapade

09

Malayan Kalikasan, a budding student 
organization headed by Ms. Jeremie 
Monter, conducted a clean-up drive 
and trekking at Matang Tubig Cabuyao, 
Laguna on December 18, 2013. This also 
served as the screening of the members 
of this organization. 



Children’s
Christmas Party
On Dec. 20, 2013 CSCE, together with the Com-

munity Leader’s Circle, organized a Children’s 

Christmas party at the MCL covered court for the 

children of PULTODA, GAIC, and Security Office. 

Several games were conducted for more than 100 

kids. Prizes, food, and gifts were given before the 

party ended.
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NSTP Facilitators’
Evaluation
An evaluation for the NSTP facilitators for the second term of the current school year was conducted last De-

cember 20, 2013 at Café Enrique, ETYCB Building. The event also served as a Christmas fellowship for NSTP 

facilitators and staff.
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 Last May 27, 2014, MCL had its 7th commencement exercises. Not 
only has the academic achievers were given recognition, but also those 
that excelled in other fields. One of the non-academic awards given was 
the Jose Rizal Award, which is given to a person who really epitomizes 
excellence and virtue in community service. The award, based on the 
screening committee’s decision, was given to Marko Lyxen Bajaro, Civil En-
gineering student. Dr. Reynaldo B. Vea (CEO) and Engr. Dodjie S. Maestre-
campo (EVP and COO) gave his well-deserved award during the ceremony.

Who will be the next Jose Rizal Awardee this coming school year? This is 
something we will all look forward to!

JOSE RIZAL
AWARDEE
MR. MARKO BAJARO
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Article by: FAYE BELIZARIO



 CSCE held a 3-day NSTP summer train-
ing and workshop, which was conducted last 
May 30 to June 1 at Estrellas De Mendoza 
San Juan, Batangas for the NSTP facilitators. 
The training was themed “Continuing Service 
and Commitment to Excellence and virtue.” 

On day 1, relevant, engaging, and very infor-
mative lectures and workshops were given by 
excellent speakers. Ms. Artuz gave a lecture 
on “Principles of Service-learning”, followed 
by Engr. Maestrecampo, discussing the “21st 
century learning skills”. For the afternoon ses-
sion, Ms. Desacado gave a workshop and a 
brief lecture on “Skills of a 21st century facilita-
tor”, followed by Ms. Mondez’ lecture and brief 
workshop on “Participatory learning skills”. 
The evening session was a film-viewing ses-
sion about values formation. Sir Platino gave 
the learning insights of the film afterwards.

NSTP SUMMER
TRAINING
CONTINUING SERVICE
TOWARDS COMMITMENT
TO EXCELLENCE
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Article by: FAYE BELIZARIO



Day 2 was a fun-filled teambuilding ses-
sion for the entire day which was concep-
tualized and led by Sir Platino wherein 3 
groups performed several tasks in 18 dif-
ferent stations. In each station there are 
different learnings and insights that were 
of help to them as facilitators. Day 3 com-
prised of a brief lecture and Evaluation of 
Facilitators for CWTS013 (SY 2013-2014) 
which was discussed by Mr. Gregorio, fol-
lowed by the announcement of the winning 

4444444

team for the teambuilding activities and 
awarding of certificates for the speakers 
and all the participants. The entire NSTP 
summer training could be described as 
a fun-filled learning opportunity for the 
NSTP facilitators, which definitely made 
them equipped and fired-up for facilitating 
the coming NSTP classes this school year 
or so. Three hoorays for 3 great days!



JOSE RIZAL
SCHOLARS
GENERAL ASSEMBLY
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Article by: RIO RANA
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 On the 5th day of June, CSCE conducted the first general assembly 
for the MCL students who are under the JR Scholarship Program at E.T.Y 
Building, Café Enrique, MCL. Attended by 35 scholars, the general assem-
bly started off with an opening remarks and orientation proper led by Ser-
vice-Learning head Ms. Raychelle Artuz. She discussed the whereabouts 
of the scholarship program and the things a scholar must do. Scholars 
also had a chance to get to know each other by playing several games led 
by CSCE Technical Assistant Faye Belizario. It was truly a great opportu-
nity for the scholars to start off their college life. Joining the event as lo-
gistics are NSTP Program Assistant Ms. Rio Rana and Mr. Reynolph Ladon 
and CSCE Student Assistant Mr. Leo Francis Lallana. 



NSTP
VOLUNTEERS’
GENERAL ASSEMBLY
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Article by: RIO RANA

 June 14, 2014 – Twenty six (26) NSTP volunteers 
gathered at Café Enrique, E.T.Y. College building for the 
NSTP Volunteers’ training 2014 in preparation for the 
1st term NSTP face-to-face sessions. Service-Learning 
head Ms. Raychelle Artuz discussed the new curriculum 
of NSTP and schedules of face-to-face for 1st term. As 
part of their training, Kristian Edward Saturno, one of 
the volunteers, discussed the Benefits of Volunteerism 
and importance of Leadership in being a volunteer. Af-
ter which, volunteers had their training proper by playing 
some games led by Markie Bituin. At the end, the volun-
teers was fired up with their passion to serve and be a 
true volunteers. 
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SERVICE-LEARNING &
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
EVALUATION
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 The Center for Service-Learning and Communi-
ty Engagement held its 2014 CSCE Planning Session 
on June 18th, Wednesday at Estancia Resort Hotel, 
Tagaytay City, participated by Deans, Program Chairs, 
College community engagement heads, and some in-
vited faculty members. The CSCE Planning Session 
will be conducted every year to assess CSCE’s re-
cent accomplishments and facilitate a discussion 
that will improve service-learning and community en-
gagement among MCL students and faculty members.

Article by: MAC ARBOLEDA
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Director of CSCE Leopoldo Aquino, Jr. discussed CSCE Projects 
that were initiated in the previous school year, reporting a total 
of 37 program-driven projects and 36 service-learning activities. 
Head of Service-Learning Raychelle Artuz showed a presentation 
on the Principles of Service-Learning, highlighting the importance 
of getting students to apply their learnings outside the academic 
facilities. Chief Operating Officer Dodjie Maestrecampo closed the 
forum with a talk on Designing Service-Learning Projects and As-
sessment Tools. Participants of the event enjoyed the amenities of 
Estancia Resort Hotel after the meeting. 



DRUG AWARENESS
SEMINAR
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 The Center for Service-Learning and 
Community Engagement in cooperation with 
the Philippine Drug Enforcement Agency 
(PDEA) conducted a seminar entitled “CSCE 
Drug Seminar on Drug Education” at Café En-
rique, E.T. Yuchengco Building on Saturday, 
June 21, 2014. The seminar served as train-
ing for National Service Training Program 
(NSTP) facilitators of Malayan Colleges La-
guna. PDEA Regional Public Information Offi-
cer Mary Ann Lorenzo discussed four of five 
modules, tackling topics on drug identification 
and classification, the national drug situation, 
rehabilitation and treatment, and RA9165: The 
Comprehensive Dangerous Drugs Act of 2002.

Article by: MAC ARBOLEDA
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PDEA Admin Officer Jay Bee Ramos present-
ed the final module entitled “Operation Private 
Eye” which discussed the process and qualifi-
cations needed to report illegal drug use.
Selected docudramas including an episode 
of National Geographic’s “Locked Up Abroad” 
were also screened during the seminar.
NSTP Program Coordinator Rafael Louise Gre-
gorio together with NSTP Program Assistant 
Reynolph Patrick Ladon led the “Facilitators’ 
Meeting for NSTP General Orientation” shortly 
after the seminar. 
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 Last July 14th to 16th, the Philippine Soci-
ety of NSTP Educators and Implementers, Inc. 
(PSNEI) in cooperation with Friendship Builders 
(FB) and Technical University of the Philippines 
(TUP) organized a Training-Workshop on NSTP 
Outcomes-Based Education (OBE) Curriculum 
for Educators and Implementers with the theme 
“Moving Towards an Outcomes-Based NSTP 
for Local and National Inclusive Growth.” 
The Training-Workshop was held at the IRTC 
Bldg. of TUP where different NSTP Educators 
and Implementers from different regions of the 
country gathered to share and discover new 
ideas. The Training-Workshop focused on for-
mulating the learning themes which integrates 
learning outcomes, learning activities and as-
sessment within the curriculum.

SPOTTED: Among the participants of the seminar 
are NSTP Coordinator, Raffy Gregorio and NSTP 
Program Assistant, Reynolph Ladon.



“To continue fulfilling Light Up, Life Up project’s 
commitment to light up the lives of the residents 
of Makati homeville in Calauan Laguna, I came 
up with this project.”
Melchor “Mong” Morandarte 
Program Chair, BS Entrepreneurship
E.T. Yuchengco College of Business

 The “Living Up” project is both a Service-Learning and com-
munity engagement project of the Entrepreneurship students under 
Entrepreneurial Behavior and Accountancy students under Corporate 
Social Responsibility, which was conducted last July 25, 2014. The 
main aim of this project is to provide a livelihood project using Taro 
plants or “gabi”. The beneficiaries were able to process their produce 
and they were trained to recycle kitchen waste to transform it to an 
enzyme for livelihood or income generating project. Indeed, the proj-
ect continued to live up to what we have lit up.



 Last August 3 and August 10, 2014, the SS017 
classes of Ms. Christie Amores, under the Society, 
Culture, and Family Life class, conducted and out-
reach program for the abandoned elderlies and chil-
dren with special needs in Bahay ni Maria at Calam-
ba, Laguna. The students not only brought joy, fun 
and laughter to these people, but more so, they were 
able to witness firsthand the real life application of 
the learnings from the four corners of their class-
room. MCL students conducting outreach to reach 
out, embodying excellence and virtue!

The students not only brought joy, fun 
and laughter to the elder people, but 
more so, they were able to witness 
firsthand the real life application of 
the learnings from the four corners of 
their classroom.





 To promote Citizen Journalism for the youth of Mamatid - this is 
the aim of the Broadcasting students of Ms. Mabel Sudaprasert and 
Sir Gerald Saavedra under Photojournalism COM133 class. Last Aug 
8, 2014, at Café Enrique, the BAB students shared their knowledge 
and skills in photojournalism through series of lectures, discussion, 
and demos for the benefit of students of ALS or Alternative Learning 
System of Brgy. Mamatid Cabuyao, Laguna. Aside from these, games, 
video clip presentations, and small group activities were conducted. 
This is just the initial phase of their training for the ALS students, se-
ries of trainings and session will be conducted until end of school year, 
as part of their commitment to conduct this community engagement 
project. The ALS students brought home a bag-full of learnings from 
our Broadcasting students.



Throughout the months of July and August, The 
CAS Student Council and other MCL students 
worked together for the Genie in a Bottle (GIAB) 
Fundraising project that raised almost P 16,000.



 By putting up a booth at the JR Lobby, they 
encouraged anyone who will pass by their booth to 
donate any amount they can and drop it in a bottle. 
CAS Faculty and VE clusters professors Ms. Marlo 
Belizario and Ms. Jhona Gamez also helped raising 
funds by carrying a bottle with them to their class 
encouraging their students to donate. Every donor 
was an instrument to change the lives of Malaban El-
ementary School (MES) Grade 3 pupils who are still 
non-readers. The proceeds were used to buy books, 
personal hygiene supplies, and snacks for the MES 
Grade 3 pupils. On the last day of the activity, they 
put up a booth with live bands that was led by CSCE 
Jose Rizal Scholars and SHAPE. It is truly amazing 
how everything works together for good just like 
how  MCL students, faculty, and employees did at 
the GIAB Project.



“Ang mga lapis na inyong ibinigay ay mapuputol, 
ang mga pambura ay mapupudpod, ang mga sabon 
ay mauubos, at ang mga libro ay maaaring mapunit 
at mapilas, pero ang araw na ito na inyong inilaan ay 
madadala nila habang buhay.”

“The pencils that you have given will be broken, the erasers will be worn, the bars of soap will run out, and 
the (pages of the) books may be torn, but the memories of today will stay with them for life.”

Dionisio “Jon” Pobar 
CAS Graduate
I Teach for the Philippines



 Held at Malaban Elementary School (MES), Biñan, 
Laguna last August 14, 2014, 150 MES Grade 3 pupils 
who are non-readers benefitted on the Read to Succeed 
Project. Through this Service-Learning project lead by 
Ms. Jonna Belle Valero, the grade 3 pupils was given a 
chance to learn how to read through one-on-one sto-
rytelling done by ENG025P students of MCL. The pu-
pils were also given Filemon Mamon books, personal 
hygiene kits, and snacks. The project was also made 
possible through the combined efforts of Center for 
Service-Learning and Community Engagement, CAS 
Student Council, and VE Cluster and CAS Faculty Ms. 
Marlo Belizario and Ms. Jhona Niem-Gamez through 
the Genie in a Bottle Fundraising initiative which raised 
around Php16,000.



During the morning of August 17, 2014, the children 
from Makati Homeville are gathered together for an 
economics workshop that would help them to make 
their resources more useful and income-generated.



 Held at Makati Homeville in the morning of August 17, 2014, five sections of 
the SS013 (Economics, Taxation and Agrarian Reform) class conducted an eco-
nomics workshop on the said indigent community in Calauan, Laguna. There are es-
timated over a hundred children, ages 4 to 13, were benefited from the said project.

Under the supervision of Ms. Raychelle Artuz, Ms. Jamie Gutierrez, and Ms. Pu-
rificacion Gannaban, the five sections of the SS013 class were assigned to con-
duct five specialty workshops, from creating pots made out of one gallon water 
bottles, to making gabi (taro crops) pastillas. There were fun games, interactive 
sessions, and snacks served after the workshop. The Service-Learning project 
aims to extend classroom discussion of SS013 to the community and to help 
MHV kids to learn basic livelihood and resource management initiatives that they 
could use in the near future.





 Last August 23 and 24, 2014, CSCE had their 
annual planning session at Sol Y Viento, Pansol, 
Calamba Laguna for the A.Y. 2014-2015. The ses-
sion aims to plan ahead for the upcoming projects of 
CSCE specifically, the institutional project on Decem-
ber. In two days, they were able to finish proposed 
contents of NSTP Handbook for facilitators, NSTP 
Handbook for students, and CSCE Policy Manual. 
They were also able to finish proposed projects for 
the succeeding days of the present academic year. 

Oh yeah, they’re all here! 
Clockwise from left to right: Faye Belizario (CSCE Technical Director), Raychelle Artuz (Head of Service-Learning 
and NSTP), Rio Rana (NSTP Program Assistant), Leopoldo Aquino, Jr. (Head of Community Engagement and 
Director of CSCE), Rafael Louise Gregorio (NSTP Program Coordinator), Leo Lallana (CSCE Student Assistant).
Not on this photo: Reynolph Ladon (NSTP Program Assistant).



NSTP Community Profiling
and Needs Assessment Survey

Last August 3, 2014, students 
enrolled in CWTS-011 (Overview 
of the National Service Train-
ing Program) went to Makati 
Homeville in Brgy. Dayap, Calau-
an, Laguna to conduct a house-
hold survey. The purpose of this 
activity is to gather relevant

information on the community as preparation for the development of Com-
munity Engagement Project Proposals on the 2nd Term of Academic Year 
2014-2015. The students were warmly accommodated by the residents of 
Makati Homeville. The students also witnessed their experiences on the 
aftermath of Typhoon Glenda in the said community.



Last August 12, 2014, thirty 
nursery pupils of Brgy. Mama-
tid visited MCL and benefit-
ted in the creative arts fair 
or the Keep the Change or-
ganized by three HUM013 
sections. A82, A56, and A81 
headed by Ms. Jeremie Monter 

organized the event that showcases the talents of her HUM013 students. 
The activities during the event were song and dance numbers presented by the 
HUM013 students, fun games, and art exhibit tour for the pupils. The event 
lasted until August 14th. After the art exhibit, the artworks that was displayed 
are being auctioned. 50% of the total amount of an artwork was given to the 
artist and the other 50% was donated to CSCE for purchase of art materials 
and it was donated to the 30 nursery students who visited the exhibit. 

Last August 23, 2014, the CMET students under Sir Alvin Hebreo’s class in 
Auxiliary Machinery conducted a lecture/training on Marine Diesel Engine 
Operation, Maintenance, Troubleshooting and Repair at the Sisters of Mary 
School Boystown Brgy.Adlas, Silang, Cavite. At the end of the program, the 38 
participants were able to state the basic principles of Marine Diesel Engine, ex-
plain the starting and stopping procedure of the engine, gather explanations on 
how periodic maintenance is conducted, and to state the basic troubleshooting 
procedures. Training the boys the marine way!

Keep the Change
Creative Arts Fair

Marine Diesel Engine Operation, 
Maintenance, Troubleshooting 
and Repair Training



CSCE’s Partnership with
the LLDA

 The Laguna Lake Development Authority (LLDA) is the primary government agency 
responsible in the prevention, development, and sustainability of the Laguna Lake and its 
surrounding watershed areas and river system. On a formal gathering last August 22, 2014, 
MCL, together with LGU’s, City Environment and Natural Resources Office (CENRO), The De-
partment of Education, DepEd, Pamantasan Ng Cabuyao and industries in Cabuyao like Asia 
Brewery, Wyeth, Tanduay, Nestle Philippines, Joillibee Corporation, URC, LISP1, was invited by 
LLDA to participate the meeting for the River Rehabilitation program of the Cabuyao River 
Council (CRC). On the said date, the election of officers was also held, being one of the objec-
tives of this meeting. The Cabuyao River Council was formed by LLDA in accordance with LLDA 
Board Resolution No 114 S. 1999: Institutionalizing the River Rehabilitation and Protection 
Councils/ Foundations for all of the River Basins in the LDB Region.  MCL, represented by the 
CSCE, was elected to be one of the members of the Executive Committee of the CRC. These 
River Councils constitute a network of volunteers that act as leading advocates of the envi-
ronment and health at the local level. Building a partnership with other agencies and social 
organizations will enable CSCE to produce better program-driven projects, adhering to one 
of MCL’s mission- To help solve industry’s and society’s problems by the expert application of 
existing knowledge.

From left: Mr. Brando Angeles (Laguna Lake Development Authority Community 
Development Officer), Ms. Reena Buena (LLDA Officer In-Charge), Mr. Leopoldo D. 
Aquino, Jr. (CSCE Director).













































 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 





MCL’s New Partner Community: 
PANGUIL, LAGUNA

MCL TRICK OR TREAT

NSTP’S NEW
FRAMEWORK

ASWANG KA
FESTIVAL 2015

FAME: Fashion and
Music for the Environment

CHRISTMAS TREE LIGHTING



MCL’S NEW PARTNER COMMUNITY:

 Last December 9, 2015 MCL took a major 
leap in community building as it sealed the partnership 
with the Municipality of Pangil, Laguna through the 
Pangil River Ecopark. Pangil is a 4th class rural 
municipality in the outskirts of the province near 
Antipolo Rizal. 
 
 The community together with the Center for 
Service-Learning and Community Engagement (CSCE) 
will develop a development plan aiming to address the 
needs of the people as they take on one of MCL’s 
mission by contributing to the solution of industry’s 
and society’s problems by the expert application of 
knowledge. 

 The community development projects will 
be done through Project ECHO (Environmental 
Conservation through Holistic Outcomes) a 
multi-sectoral project promoting the Outcomes Based 
approach.

MCL TRICK OR TREAT 2015PANGUIL, LAGUNA







NSTP’S NEW FRAMEWORK

   The curriculum design for the 
Civic Welfare Training 
Service and Literacy Training 
Service was reconstructed into a 
whole new perspective.

   This new design creates a wider 
opportunities to establish 
partnership to more communities 
within the nearby barangays, towns 
and beyond the City of Cabuyao. 
Students enrolled in NSTP CWTS 
and LTS has the freedom to choose 
where to render or implement 
Community Engagements or 
Initiatives. This design also offers 
flexibility on the side of the students 
to conduct individually or as a group 
or section.

 Through this new curriculum 
design, students are trained to 
develop a sense of initiative and 
have a heart for service especially 
for the communities and 
schools who are in need.

NSTP’S NEW FRAMEWORK



MCL TRICK OR TREAT 2015

 On the 30th day of October 2015, MCL celebrated its annual Trick or Treat 
event in partnership with the Center for Service-Learning and Community Engagement 
(CSCE) at the ETY Lobby. More than fifty (50) kids of MCL employees participated at the 
Trick or Treat event. The children were listening enthusiastically during the story telling 
activity. The artistic side of the children was also shown during the coloring activity. 

 The most awaited part of the event was the office tour, where the children were 
able to fill their loot bags with different kinds of candies prepared by various offices. And 
to have a simple memorabilia for the event, the College of Arts and Science (CAS) prepared 
a photo booth for the participants. It was indeed another successful Trick or Treat event.

MCL TRICK OR TREAT 2015







NSTP’S NEW FRAMEWORKASWANG KA FESTIVAL 2015

   The Aswang Ka Festival is an annual festivity in 
Malayan Colleges Laguna where students don 
their scariest Halloween costumes and at the same 
time take a stand on the country’s most pressing 
issues. It is an allusion to the concept “aswang”, a 
creature in Philippine mythology akin to a 
monster. Every year, MCL holds the festival as a 
step towards addressing socio-political ills by 
likening them to aswangs—creatures that thrive 
on the country’s flesh and blood. 

   This year, the festival focused on the theme 
Kamalayan sa Halalan (Electoral Awareness). 
With the 2016 elections fast approaching and 
countless political scandals sucking the trust out of 
the public, the festival aimed at engaging the 
students—and ultimately, the masses—in critical 
deliberation of the electoral candidates. The MCL 
community saw students stand up for this cause. 
 
   The MCL community is a proud witness to the 
exercise of democracy that this festival has 
become. Throughout the years, it has served as an 
avenue for unity of the people and diversity of 
representation. It has also empowered the youth 
in defying boundaries of expression and in rising 
for a worthy cause. 



MCL TRICK OR TREAT 2015CHRISTMAS TREE LIGHTING

 On December 9, 2015-- MCL Administrators, Faculty, and staff have gathered 
at Rizal Building lobby and Airwell for the annual MCL Christmas Tree Lighting 
Ceremony. The main purpose of the said event is to launch CSCE’s Environmental 
Conservation through Holistic Outcomes project which is also known as “Project 
ECHO”. Project ECHO is MCL’s Institutional Project for the coming year 2016.
 While waiting for the program proper, the attendees enjoyed some food and 
drinks at the Promenade Hall of Malayan Colleges Laguna. Products made from Panguil, 
Laguna was also exhibited and sold during the event. Making the event more special, 
MCL President and CEO, Dr. Reynaldo B. Vea; Executive Vice President and COO, 
Engr. Dodjie Maestrecampo and Vice Presedent for Academic Affairs, Engr. Dennis H. 
Tablante was present during the celebration. Mayor Jovito De Guia Reyes, representing 
Panguil River Eco Park, was also present during the event.
 Dr. Reynaldo opened the program with an inspirational message and followed 
by Project ECHO’s AVP. Hon. Jovito De Guia Reyes also shared his message and insight 
to the MCL Community. Children’s Joy Foundation was also a guest performer of the 
event. After the performance, MCL Community Christmas Video was presented and it 
shows every department’s answer about what they ECHO.
 The program was ended with the signing of MOU and finally the lighting of 
the Christmas tree which was led by the MCL and Panguil, Laguna representatives. The 
event was celebrated with a fireworks and a dinner party.





NSTP’S NEW FRAMEWORKFAME: FASHION AND MUSIC FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

 As part of CSCE’s Project ECHO, a benefit concert for Panguil River Eco Park 
was held at MCL Covered court last November 27, 2015 in partnership with 
Malayan Haus of Fashion and Arts. MCL Faculty and staff, Rhapsody, and Psalmo 
performed for the concert while MHFA models were the ones who ramped with their 
environmentally inspired outfits. Tourism students of Ms. Merle Ruiz also participated in 
the said event. The organizing team of the said event came up with an idea of mixing up 
fashion and music and ended up with the title FAME which means 
Fashion and Music for the Environment.
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WITH HAND&HEART,
WE CELEBRATE SERVICE

This year, the Hand & Heart AVP showcased the fruitful projects that MCL has conducted through 
their forged and ongoing partnerships with Pangil, Majayjay, Calamba, and Cabuyao through 
Service-Learning projects and Community Engagements. This was followed by a Learner-Centered AVP 
wherein MCL students reected on the community engagement projects that they have participated in, 
as the Community Engagement Heads from each College and Senior High School recounted
what they want their students to learn in these projects. 

AAfter the program, guests, along with MCL faculty and staff gathered for the main event of the night: 
the lighting of the Christmas Tree and MCL letters. Present in the lighting ceremony
were Engr. Dennis Tablante, Ms. Carina Adanza, GM Raymund Diaz, and Ka Ato Buera. 
After the festivities, guests were ushered to ETY Lobby for dinner and serenaded with more holiday tunes 
by MCL’s SHAPE. A raffle draw excited guests as well as MCL faculty and staff.  
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RISK AND
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CAS and Panahon TV gears up
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SEMINAR

MATHEMATICS
Casio holds seminar on least 
mastered skills in mathematics 

SKILLS IN
MATHEMATICS
(cont.)

HUMANITY IN
THE HEART

HUM034 Students showcase 

BANTAY HALALAN 2019

3

Part of their communication 
campaign, the College of Arts and 
Science held a seminar-workshop 
on Risk and Disaster for the 
Sangguniang Kabataan (SK) 
officials of Brgy. Casile, Cabuyao, 
Laguna. The one-day seminar-
workshop took place in Malayan 
Colleges Laguna on April 27, 2019.

The seminar-workshop was 
the second part of the planned 
community engagement program 
of the BACOMM and BMMA 
programs with Brgy. Casile. Invited 
guests from Panahon TV led by 
Mr. George Gamayo together with 
Ms. Eunice Juntayas served as the 
main speakers and facilitators of 

the workshop, focused mainly on 
risk and disaster management—
through the aid of social media.

Together with MCL BA Comm 
students, 7 Casile SK and Barangay 
Officials participated in the 
workshop.  Mr. Gamayo discussed 
communication strategies using 
traditional media to MCL students, 
while Ms. Juntayas, talked about 
social media management with the 
Casile SK and Barangay officials.

The final output was an 
improved Casile SK social 
media page (Facebook) 
wherein the SK officials will be 
updating in cases of emergency. 

The next phase of this 
communication campaign will be 
the creation of communication 
materials such as signages and 
infographics on risk and disaster 
preparedness and management.  

The College of Arts and Science-Math 
Cluster, in cooperation with the Math Society 
of the Philippines- CALABARZON and 
CASIO Education Philippines conducted a 
workshop entitled “Strategies + Technology 
in Teaching the Least Mastered Skills 
in Mathematics” for Grade 9-11 public 
and private school teachers on March 
23, 2019 at Café Enrique, ETY Building. 

> Continued on next page
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Speakers from Casio Education 
Philippines discussed new 
learning strategies using the newly 
released scientific calculator, FX 
991EV Class Wiz. Almost 60 Grade 
9-11 teachers from CALABARZON 
including MCL Partner schools 
participated and were able to try 
using the computing tool first hand.  

According to Mr. Velimor 
Almonte, the coordinator of the 
seminar, their objectives were fully 
met and in fact, is recommending 
that more in-house course lessons 
are developed using the blended/
technology-based approach in 
order for MCL to become a hub 
for e-teaching and training. 

Moreover, Casio Education 
Philippines donated 40 pieces 
of scientific calculators to MCL 
SHS which will be utilized 
for educational activities. 

For their Service-Learning 
activity, HUM034 students 
showcased their talents through 
artworks and performances 
for children residing in 
Mother Teresa Spinelli’s 
Treasures on May 2, 2019. 

The MCL students prepared 
a short program during their 
visit—consisting of song and 
play performances. Food was 
also provided for the students, 
and a special “taho” was shared 
among the children and Nuns of 
the orphanage. Additionally, the 
students were able to turn over 
cloth diapers collected by Malayan 
Kalikasan to the orphanage.  

The artworks created by the 
HUM034 students were donated 
to the children. According to the 
nuns, these will be mounted on the 
children’s bedroom walls to inspire 
them in appreciating art. It is then 
recommended that this kind of 
activity may be done each term to 
enhance the student’s sensitivity 
and awareness toward their 
environment, through artworks. 

BACOMM and BMMA students 
joined forces with UPLB’s 
College of Development 
Communication (CDC-UPLB) in 
the coverage of the 2019 National 
Elections on May 13, 2019.  

A collaborative public service project, 
Bantay Halalan 2019 involved a 
network of educational institutions, 
government agencies, student/
youth organizations, civil society

organizations, media entities and
other service providers. This 
is the second time MCL has 
participated in the project.

As an official partner of CDC-
UPLB, MCL established a virtual 
media center manned by 38 
volunteer MCL Faculty, students 
and staff to provide support to 
the Bantay Halalan network.

> Continued on next page



ARTT-VOCACY:
ARTISTRY RESPONSE

BANTAY
HALALAN 2019
(cont.)

THROUGH TECHNOLOGY
MMA students design classroom devices for
Dapdap Elementary School

BASIC IT LITERACY
FOR DAPDAP ES TEACHERS

IMPACT OF IT
TO SOCIETY

The media center manages 
information and content sent 
in by volunteer field reporters 
and social media entries from 
citizens through the MCL Bantay 
Halalan 2019 Facebook page.  

The initiated project exposed the 
BA Comm and BMMA students 
to the media practices they 
would soon encounter in their 
courses (i.e. managing/working 
in a media center, producing and 
filtering media content etc.), and 
possibly if they choose to become 
media practitioners in the future.  

It was recommended then that 
the orientation for this project be 
set on earlier date to make time 
for preparations and so that more 
volunteers can be invited as well. For their Service-Learning 

activity, the drawing class 
BMMA021P Sections A96, 
B96 and C96 designed 7 sets 
of classroom devices for the 
students of Dapdap Elementary 
School in Tagaytay, Cavite.  These 
classroom devices were finally 
installed during the Brigada 
Eskwela on May 29, 2019. 

The classroom devices included 
posters of elementary school 
subjects such as MAPEH, Sibika, 
Filipino, Computer, English, 
Science, and Mathematics. 
Meanwhile, cartoon character 
standees were also made for 
the kindergarten classrooms.

Moreover, Dapdap Elementary 
School’s Computer Laboratory 
was also upgraded by These 
classroom devices could 
be used as instructional 
materials for the school, and 
particularly for the teachers. 

Also involved in this activity is 
the BMMA proposed student 
organization, Creative Learners 
and Innovative Content 
Creators (CLICC). Through 
this project and similar ones 
in the future, the organization 
hopes to showcase their skills 
and abilities in multimedia.  
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On June 26, 2019, the College of the 
Computer and Information Science 
(CCIS), in coordination with the 
Center for Service-Learning and 
Community Engagement (CSCE), 
organized an Information 
Technology (IT) Literacy 
Program for Dapdap Elementary 
School in Tagaytay City, Cavite. Five 
(5) teachers were able to participate 
in this training.

Prof. Leonnel D. De Mesa and Prof. 
Adomar L. Ilao of CCIS, delivered a 
basic IT Literacy training to the 
teachers. Topics discussed were the

basic techniques using Microsoft 
Word and Microsoft Excel. 

This program aimed to improve the 
knowledge and equip participants 
with basic productivity skills and 
techniques in classroom discussion 
and grading. However, it was revealed 
during the training that the teachers 
have different skill sets in using office 
productivity software, as such, CCIS 
intends to design a follow-up training 
for the teachers that will target their 
specific needs and available IT-
related equipment in the school.

Spearheaded by Dr. Ellenita R. Red 
and Prof. Dennis A. Martillano, 
the IT181 (Ethics and IT Laws) 
and IT17P (Game and Design 
Development) students, conducted 
a seminar-workshop on the impact 
of information technology to society. 
This activity was attended by 42 
students of MCL’s Senior High 
School on September 26, 2018. 

Through performing of pre-test 
and post-test, they were able to 
gauge the knowledge of the high 
school students on the issues and 
concerns regarding on cybercrimes 
in social networking sites and ethics 
in gaming. Also, they were able 
to engage the students on how to 
protect one-self from cybercrimes 
and bad effects of gaming. 
Furthermore, the IT students were 
able to have a deeper understanding 
of the impact of IT to the society. 

According to the proponents, 
activities such as this seminar are 
essential to students’ understanding 
of real world problems, as such, 
similar activities should also be 
conducted with students who 
will enroll in the same course. 



DATA ANALYTICS
TRAINING

MCL-CCIS, SAP and ASEAN Foundation
host Data Analytics Training 

CMET GIVES BACK
A bloodletting activity during

the Holiday season   

FINANCIAL LITERACY 
WORKSHOPS FOR MAPCA

PLASTIC PARA 
KAY ANNEX

The College of Computer and 
Information Science (CCIS), 
in partnership with SAP and 
ASEAN Foundation and in 
coordination with the Center 
for Service-Learning and 
Community Engagement 
(CSCE), hosted an SAP 
Analytics Cloud Enablement 
Session on April 10, 2019. 
This enablement session is 
part of ASEAN Data Science 
Explorers (ADSE) initiative, 
a collaboration between the 
ASEAN Foundation and SAP. 

Ms. Iris Yeo of SAP Singapore, 
was invited to give an overview 
of the ADSE competition, a 
data analytics competition that  
aims to enhance awareness 
and appreciation of the 
ASEAN community among 
ASEAN youth.  While Mr. 
Gabriel Lorenzo Santos of 
SAP Philippines discussed the 
SAP Analytics Cloud (SAC), 

a software that allows the 
data analysts to visualize, 
plan and make predictions 
all from one secure, cloud-
based environment. The 
session was attended by 
15 external participants 
from different universities 
and 13 MCL Professors.  

This session was repeated on 
June 15, 2019 with another 
set of participants from Far 
Eastern University-Alabang. 
Forty-two (42) senior high 
school students participated in 
this session. This time, CCIS 
faculty member, Dr. Ellenita 
R. Red, facilitated the session. 

The enablement session aimed 
to familiarize the educators 
with data analysis using the 
SAP Analytics Cloud Software. 
Moreover, to invite the youth 
to harness the power of data to 
create positive social change.  

The College of Maritime 
Education and Training 

(CMET) in partnership 
with Asian Hospital 
and Medical Center 

conducted bloodletting 
activity titled, “Give 

Blood this Christmas 
Season – A Gift Worth 
Giving” last November 

7, 2018 in E.T. Yuchengco 
Lobby in Malayan 

Colleges Laguna. 

The MCL Community 
actively participated in 
this program and donated 
81 bags of blood out of 
103 who participated the 
donation drive. In the 
future, CMET plans to 
conduct a seminar on the 
benefits of blood donation 
so they can encourage the 
MCL Community more to 
donate and volunteer in 
this activity. 
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ACT students continue to gear 
the Mabato-Azufre Paper 
Crafts Association (MAPCA) 
with succeeding trainings on 
financial literacy during the 
1st and 2nd term of A.Y. 2018-
2019. For their Service-Learning 
project, ACT students under 
Prof. Rizalina Ong conducted 
trainings on Bookkeeping and 
Income Statement Preparation

at the Jose Fernandez Y Zorilla 
Sr. Memorial Elementary 
School, Pangil, Laguna, with 10 
members of MAPCA in attendance. 

This workshop allowed the MAPCA 
members to recognize the importance 
of bookkeeping and income statement 
preparation. Moreover, they were 
able to learn basic accounting 
concepts that may help them to 
have a systematic way of preparing 
and reporting their financials. 

Meanwhile, the workshop on Proper 
Product Pricing was conducted by 
Management Accounting 2 (ACT152) 
students wherein they discussed the 
concepts and techniques of pricing. 
They also assisted the MAPCA 
members on how to properly cost, 
price and market their products. As 
such, this event aims to help them to 
have improvement on their existing 
products and provide them a helpful 
pricing knowledge for their business. 

(ACT100P) on September 24, 
2018 and Proper Product Pricing 
(ACT152) on January 21, 2019. 

The 1st year and 5th year 
ACT100P (Financial Accounting 
and Reporting) conducted a 
workshop with simulation 
activities that tackles on 
bookkeeping and preparation in 
income statement. This was held

In support of the launching of Project ECHO & 
Mission: Plastic Solution, students taking MGT10 
Good Governance and Social Responsibility under 
Prof. Melchor Morandarte conducted an information 
session for Gagalot-Taytay Elementary School 
Annex, Majayjay, Laguna on August 24, 2018. 

Their project, “Plastic Para Kay Annex”, aims to 
create awareness on the bad effects of plastics in the 
environment. This is also in support of MCL’s new 
advocacy on sustainable development: Project ECHO and 
Mission: Plastic Solution, wherein the MCL community 
is encouraged to lessen the use of single-use plastics 
and to instead create an eco-brick out of used plastic.  

Eco-bricking is one of the components of this advocacy. 
The students were able to teach both students and teachers 
of Gagalot-Taytay Elementary School Annex the use and 
how to make eco-bricks. 



COMPUTER HARDWARE &
SOFTWARE FUNDAMENTALS

COMMUNITY SERVICE FOR
CE PROFESSIONALS

KAMALINIS:
KALINISAN
PARA SA
KAAYUSAN NG
KALIKASAN

ENTHUSIASTIC
SUMMER PARTY

On September 28, 2018, the 
MGT104 (Good Governance and 
Social Responsibility) students of 
Prof. Melchor C. Morandarte and 
Prof. Rizalina B. Ong conducted 
a service-learning activity entitled 
“KaMalinis: Kalinisan para 
sa Kaayusan ng Kalikasan” 
at Panguil River Eco Park.   

Mr. Fretten Dela Cruz from 
MCL’s Campus Development and 
Maintenance Office (CDMO), was 
invited to discuss Waste Management 
which involves public awareness 
on community cleanliness, 
environmental protection and 
proper usage of resources.  

Afterwards, the students introduced 
MCL’s Project ECHO and discussed 
how to make eco-bricks, even 
encouraging their participants 
to start making their own.  

Through this project, the proponents 
hope to encourage the community to 
engage in long-term environmental 
initiatives, as well as public 
awareness on community cleanliness, 
environmental protection, and 
proper usage of resources. 

The ENT156-C77 
Events Management 
Planning class of Ms. 

Ara De Vero, hosted 
an appreciation party 

for the hardworking 
staff of MCL on May 4, 

2019. GAIC, Security 
personnel and other 

support staff all 
benefitted on this 

project entitled 
“ENThusiatic 

Summer Party”.  

Giving great time to 
the hardworking 

support staffs of MCL 
just for a while was the

aim of this event. 
Moreover, to support 
and give gratitude for 
helping us in several 
ways. The program 
included a talent show, 
games, and “kainan”. 
Prizes were also given 
and an Appreciation 
Video to MCL’s 
hardworking support 
staff was presented. 

This event was made 
possible through 
Entrepreneurship 
for Everyone 
Fundraising Event 
held on April 10, 2019. 
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The MITL-Computer Engineering Department 
(MITL-CpE) conducted a training and workshop 
on Computer Hardware and Software 
Fundamentals in Dapdap Elementary 
School in  Tagaytay City on September 6, 2018. 

The seminar was headed by Engr. Maribelle D. 
Pabiania, Program chair of CpE and Mr. Voltaire 
B. De Leon, CpE faculty member. The activity 
conducted was a training and workshop on 
Computer hardware and software fundamentals 
for the teachers of Dapdap Elementary School. 
This training and workshop also served as a 
Service-Learning activity for CpE Students 
taking up CPE111L as student representatives 
from section C11 facilitated the said activity. 

The first part of the activity was the preventive 
maintenance and repair of the computer 
units of the school, the students were able to 
clean and fix all the units and prepare it for 
the next part of the program. The seminar and 
workshop took place right after the preventive 
maintenance and repair of the computer units.   

In the seminar, the student facilitators discussed the hardware 
and software fundamentals as well as the latest innovations about 
computers. They also discussed proper handling and operating 
computers, and shared with the participants the features of the latest 
software used in offices and schools. Teacher participants were able 
to apply what they learned from the seminar since a hands-on activity 
was also included in the training. 

On October 6, 2018, the Mapua Institute of 
technology at Laguna – Civil Engineering 
Program (MITL – CE) Organized a whole 
day seminar for the Civil Engineering 
Professionals and CE Students held 
at the Francisco Balagtas Auditorium.  

The objective of the seminar is to provide update 
on the latest trends and development in the Civil 
Engineering Profession to the civil engineering 
professionals and future professionals.

The program was facilitated by the CE faculty 
members together with some Volunteer CE 
students. Speakers included were Engr. Anthony 
Vladimir Pimentel, who shared his experience on 
designing innovative yet sophisticated and quality 
structures and new software that can be use by CE 
professionals in their projects; Engr. Kelvin Ross 
Holgado, who shared his knowledge on control of

> Continued on next page
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SHS EMPOWERS CHILDREN OF 
KANLUNGAN SA ER-MA

COMMUNITY
SERVICE FOR
CE PROFESSIONALS
(cont.)

SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
Mr & Ms MCL introduces

to students of Makativille Elementary School 

AND SOUTHVILLE IV 

SHS holds 2-day
SERVICE-LEARNING ACTIVITIES

for Makativille Elementary School

cracking in concrete structure; Engr. 
Earl Bonita, who discussed about the 
structural design of tall buildings in 
the Philippines. He presented some 
images of the structural design that 
is being used in the country; lastly, 
Engr. Reynaldo Sitjar shared about 
Civil engineering opportunities 
in the real estate industry.

Around 30 CE professionals 
actively participated in the program. 
The objective was achieved very 
satisfactory based on the knowledge 
provided by the highly qualified 
speakers. Certificate and token where 
presented to the guest speakers after 
their talks. For their first community 

engagement project, Mr. & Ms. 
MCL 2019, Raymart Castillo 
and Belen Panganiban, 
both from MITL, 
conducted a Solid Waste 
Management: Sustainable 
Development activity for 
51 Grade 1 students from 
Makativille Elementary 
School in Calauan, Laguna 
on February 14, 2019. 

The main objective of the 
project is to promote MCL- 
CSCE’s Project ECHO, as 
well as to encourage personal 
and community involvement 
about environment and to 
educate and guide the young 
generation by making them 
aware of their surroundings.

During the activity, the 
volunteers actively taught 
the students on how take 
good care of the environment: 
they conducted a story telling 
activity that portrayed the 
importance of putting trash in 
the right place that promotes 
solid waste management. The 
volunteers also conducted a 
creative activity on designing 
recyclable materials. 

At the end of the day all the 
students were happy and 
satisfied in everything that 
they do during the event, the 
group also receive positive 
feedback from the teachers 
of the students. After 
the program, food where 
distributed to the children.  
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SHS EMPOWERS CHILDREN OF 
KANLUNGAN SA ER-MA

COMMUNITY
SERVICE FOR
CE PROFESSIONALS
(cont.)

SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
Mr & Ms MCL introduces

to students of Makativille Elementary School 

AND SOUTHVILLE IV 

SHS holds 2-day
SERVICE-LEARNING ACTIVITIES

for Makativille Elementary School

HUMSS students conducted 
a Service-Learning activity on 
self-awareness, acceptance 
and empowerment with the 
children from Southville IV 
in Sta Rosa City, Laguna on 
May 2, 2019 and the children 
from Kanlungan sa ER-MA 
Ministry, Inc. in San Pedro, 
Laguna on May 4, 2019. 

Led by Ms. Avegail Tolentino, 
the two activities, #buliLIT: 
Live and Believe! and 
# F E M M E p o w e r m e n t 
aimed to provide the young 
beneficiaries emotional support 
by promoting self-awareness 
and self-acceptance. Kanlungan 
sa ER-MA is a DSWD-licensed 

non-government organization 
that aims to serve, protect 
and develop children in 
need of special protection.  

SHS conducted one-on-one 
sessions with the children and 
offered counseling. Additionally, 
the students prepared engaging 
activities such as games and 
entertaining performances for 
the children. School supplies 
were given as donation and as 
prizes.

Senior High School students taking up SS01 
(Understanding Culture, Society & Politics) conducted a 
two-day service-learning activity on January 23-24, 2019 in 
Makativille Elementary School. 

According to the proponents, Mr. Hanzel Gapayao, Mr. 
Tim Bryan Masangkay, and Ms. Denise Morales, the aim 
of this project is for the students to prepare and produce 
an output showing a holistic understanding of culture and 
society. As such, ICT and ABM students formulated a 
set of activities for the Grade 4-6 students of Makativille 
Elementary School. 

Nine SHS sections participated in this Service-Learning 
activity. These activities include: Peer Mentoring, 
Environmental Awareness, Use of Social Media and 
Technology, Talent Showcase, Drawing and Math activities. 

The proponents hope to conduct more immersion activities 
in the future. 
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As their Advocacy, the Senior 
High School (SHS) Filipino 
Cluster gathered around 500 story 
books to be donated to Latian 
Elementary School entitled 
“Handog Aklat sa Pagmulat”. 
The book drive ran from September 
21, 2018 and was turned over to 
the school on September 28, 2018. 

Through the book donation drive, 
SHS students were able to realize 
the importance of helping children 
become aware of the significance 
of education. The proponents of 
the project hope to continue this 
advocacy in the next school year and 
with improved plans. 

On March 1, 2019, Malayan 
Kalikasan, a student 
organization of MCL, ascends to 
one of Laguna’s famous mountain 
that can be found in Calauan, 
the Mt. Kalisungan. The hike is 
part of the organization’s annual 
service hike- Affair with Nature 
with the theme: Aakyat na 
amuyong, bababang mandirigma. 

Mt. Kalisungan in Calauan, Laguna 
is one of the smaller mountains in 
the Southern Tagalog region, but is 
nonetheless prominent because in 
many points of view, it is one of the 
mountains that flank the Banahaw 
Trilogy. Moreover, it has a special 
place in history as the final 
stand of the retreating Japanese 
soldiers in Laguna towards the 
end of World War II (1945-1946).

The team was led by Prof. Jem 
Maleon, CAS faculty member 
and Malayan Kalikasan adviser 
together with the Ugnayan 
Kalikasan founder Mr. Jojit 
Latayan. The group was also 
joined by the Campus Nurse 
Jeniffer Pontila, Ms. Ma. Lourdes 
R. Belizario, CAS faculty member 
and Joshua Sanchez from CSCE.

The hike was joined by 16 
student volunteers, composed 
of old and new members of the 
organization. As the group ascend 
in the mountain they pick up 
trash that directly pollutes the 
mountain, Ms. Jem required 
the student to bring trash bag 
for that particular purpose. The 
hike was so challenging that it 
takes more than 2hours before 
the group reached the peak of 
Mt. Kalisungan. Mr. Jojit showed 
the trees that they have planted 
and how they keep it alive.  

After watering the planted 
trees, the group decided to 
climb down for another activity 
which is the welcoming of the 
new member of the Malayan 
kalikasan organization, during the 
welcoming Mr. Jojit emphasized 
the importance of taking good 
care of our nature, the mountains, 
forest etc. He also encourages all 
the member to always be available 
and take part in protecting 
the environment the God has 
entrusted us. > Story on next page
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The Radio Seminar-Workshop 
was a community engagement 
project of Malayan Colleges Laguna 
– Amateur Radio Club (MCL-
ARC), held at Makati Homeville, 
Calauan, Laguna on April 29, 2019. 

It was participated by forty (40) 
Individuals from the community, 
some of the participants are 
block leaders and the others are 

members of Peace and Order group in 
the community. The activity started 
with a short opening remarks from 
Mr. Joshua Sanchez from CSCE, 
followed by the short overview given 
by the representative from MCL ARC. 

During the seminar, MCL ARC 
representative discussed about 
the basic parts of the radio, 
the different frequencies and

channels and the do’s and don’ts 
while using the units. They also 
shared the standard terms used in 
communicating using radio. Right 
after the seminar, the facilitators 
allowed the participants to have a 
hands-on training on how to assemble, 
charge and adjust the frequencies 
and channels of the radio. They also 
had a chance to communicate with 
their fellow participants using the 
right terms and signals in the radio.  

The participants were satisfied 
on what they learn during the 
seminar-workshop, food where 
distributed after the workshop. As 
part of the community engagement 
project,  four (4) units of hand 
held radio were donated to the 
community for them to apply and 
exercise what they have learned 
during the seminar-workshop. 

CHEmagic was a community engagement 
project of Association of Chemical Engineering 
Students (ACES), held at Pulo National High 
School and participated by eighty (80) students 
from junior high school on September 20, 2018. 

The activity was set to have two sessions, so, the 
students were grouped into two batches. The 
activity started with an ice breaker while the 
other facilitators prepared the experiments for 
the exhibit. After the variety of games that the 
students really enjoyed, the Facilitators proceed to 
the exhibit of the different chemical experiments. 
they have a total of four experiment for the exhibit, 
namely; water treatment process, rainbow in 
a tube, non-Newtonian fluid and liter of light. 

The students were fascinated and amazed by the 
experiments prepared by the ACES, they really 
enjoyed the new learnings and discoveries about 
different chemical reactions and the science behind it. 

ACES together with CSCE distributed snacks and give 
aways for the participants after the event.
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The program was started 
with a prayer followed by an 
opening remarks from Mr. 
Jonathan Cabral, President 
of MCL-UPLIFT. After 
the remarks, PE students 
lead the Participants to a 
very energetic warm up 
and stretching that they 
really enjoyed. The SPED 
students were divided into 
four groups, each group was 
assisted by PE students and 
UPLIFT volunteers to make 
sure that everyone will 
participate in every games. 

Everyone really enjoyed 
participating in the games 
prepared by the PE Students, 
they are all competing and 
working with each other 
to win. In the middle of 
the program Ms. Raychelle 
Artuz, Director of Center 
for Service Learning and 
community engagement 
(CSCE) graced the event and 
expressed her Gratitude for 
the unwavering and fruitful 
partnership of MCL to ASP.

One way to improve one’s 
physical, emotional, social 
and mental health is sports. 
It shows the value of team 
work in achieving success. 
Sport breaks boundaries 
and somehow promotes 
equality and acceptance. 

In line with this, on 
September 15, 2018, the 
MCL-Center for Service 
learning and Community 
Engagement Department 
(CSCE), MCL-Union 
of Passionate Leaders 
Initiating Fair and 
True Service (UPLIFT) 
together with Mr. Wilmar 
Evangelista and Ferdinand 
Fermin, PE teachers and 
students from PE014 and 
PE031 in cooperation 
with Autism Society 
of the Philippines-Sta. 
Rosa Chapter Organized 
a half day Mini Olympics 
entitle AOKLYMPICS for 
the SPED students from 
different partner schools 
of ASP in Cabuyao, Sta. 
Rosa and schools from 
some parts of Laguna. 

After the Competition, each team received awards and 
gifts from ASP Sta.Rosa and MCL. Mrs. Virgina Cinco, 
President of ASP Sta. Rosa ended up the event with her 

closing remarks and acknowledgement.  

Popularly known as Brigada Eskwela, MCL 
joins 12 schools during the National School 
Maintenance Week on May 25-31, 2019. 

This activity aims to brings together all 
education stakeholders to participate and 
contribute their time, effort and resources 
to prepare public school facilities for the 
opening of the school year of June 2019.  

MCL Student Organizations, Faculty, Admin 
Staff, and students participated and volunteered 
in Brigada Eskwela, which held in different 
public schools, particularly: Aplaya Elementary 
School, Sta. Rosa Elementary School Central II, 
Don Jose Integrated High School in Sta. Rosa 
City; Dapdap Elementary School in Tagaytay 
City; Makativille Elementary School in Calauan; 
Latian Elementary School in Calamba; Southville 
1 Elementary School, Pulo Elementary School, 
Pulo National High School, Pulo Senior High 
School, ALS Mamatid in Cabiyao; and Taytay-
Gagalot Elementary School in Majayjay.  

The said public schools were given a 
Waterproof Dry Bag consisting of a Solar 
Rechargeable Flashlight, First Aid Kit, FM/
AM Rechargeable Radio, and a Rechargeable 
Emergency Light.  Volunteers gladly 
participated in cleaning and repairing school 
equipment. MCL yearly participates in 
Brigada Eskwela with their partner schools. 
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The Hospitality and Enthusiasts 
Leaders Society of ETYCB 
in Malayan Colleges Laguna 
held a community service on 
Proper Hygiene Workshop for 
Children’s Joy Foundation on 
February 23, 2019. The students 
did a proper hygiene lecture and 
workshop. 

They also had an interactive 
play which the children enjoyed. 
Mr. Miguel Santos, one of the 
proponents of the activity wrote 
in that the way kids treated them 
is heartwarming. Hygiene kits 
were distributed to the children. 

The MCL Alumni Center 
(ACE) along with the Office for 
Strategic Partnerships and 
Global Engagement (OSPGE) 
conducted a series of community 
engagement activities for various 
partner communities:  

December 12, 2018 
With 20 SHS Alumni and 40 
volunteer SHS students, hiked 
early in the morning to reach 
more than 80 students of 
Gisgis Elementary School in 
Pangil, Laguna for a Character 
Formation Workshop and A 
Christmas Fellowship Program

for the students and teachers of 
Gisgis Elementary School.

December 15-16 & 19, 2018
Held in Barrio Pasbul, 
Porac, Pampanga, the Aetas 
Community of Siena College 
QC’s Extension Mission School 
were the beneficiaries of the 
“Bayanihan Activity” which 
includes the construction of 
public comfort room for Aeta 
children, Character Formation 
Workshop, Brigada Eskwela in 
which volunteers repaired and 
restored the existing classrooms 
in the community, “Paskong 

Pilipino” for the community. 
Funds for this project came from 
ACE and OSPGE’s Bayanihan 
BINGO fundraiser, where 
volunteers will be tasked to fill-in 
a BINGO card with pledges for the 
Community Service activity.

January 20, 2019   
SS-017 Class Section C58 
conducted a Community 
Engagement activity held in 
Porac, Pampanga This project 
also promotes waste management 
to the community of Aetas by 
demonstrating how to build a 
“compost pit” and by teaching 
them the concept of ECO Bricks. 
At least 50 individuals have 
benefited from the project.  

Additional activities include a 
“Bayanihan Activity” for the 
construction of public comfort 
room for Aeta children, Solid 
Waste Management Training, 
Brigada Eskwela and MCL’s 
Eco-Brick Campaign. Their 
objective is to promote hygiene 
and sanitation to the community 
of Aetas by providing a toilet for 
the use of community.
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The Center for Guidance and Counseling 
(CGC) were able to spend time and interact with 
children with special needs as part of their mental 
health advocacy. CGC held a storytelling and art 
workshop to 20 students of SPED Cabuyao on 
December 11, 2018. 

In celebration of National Reading 
Month, OHRAS and MCL Executives 
held Read to Succeed for Grade 1 
students from Sulib Elementary School 
in Pangil, Laguna on November 9, 2018.  

Together with MCL executives and staff, the 
program aimed to engage Grade 1 students 
in literacy development and to promote and 

develop love for reading. OHRAS and MCL 
Executives had some activities like getting-
to-know games, interactive book reading, 
games and focus group reading sessions.  

To promote the love for reading and to celebrate 
the diversity of learners and culture through 
reading, the Department of Education (DepEd) is 
spearheading the nationwide celebration of the 2018 
National Reading Month (NRM) in November 2018. 

All materials and books were donated to Sulib 
Elementary School. 

> Story on next page
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True to MCL’s mission to contribute 
to the solution of industry’s and 
society’s problems by the expert 

application of knowledge, the 
Center for Service-Learning and 

Community Engagement (CSCE), 
the corporate social responsibility 

arm of MCL introduces Project 
ECHO (Environmental 

Conservation through Holistic 
Outcomes) as its advocacy, 

with the campaign tagline: 
Sustainability is in Our DNA. 

Recap:
What is PROJECT ECHO? 

One of Project ECHO’s programs 
is Mission: Plastic Solution, an 
advocacy campaign that aims to 
influence what the MCL community 
does with single-use plastics within 
the campus and eventually in their 
own households and communities. 
The goal is to create an environment 
where people are putting conscious 
efforts to avoid single-use plastics. 
The advocacy campaign was officially 
launched on September 21, 2018. 

CSCE, along with the official 
partner for this program, The 
Plastic Solution, a non-government 
organization, introduces Eco 
Bricks as a practical solution for 
the growing plastic pollution. Eco-
bricks are plastic/ PET bottles 
stuffed with non-biological waste 
to create a reusable building 
block for various purposes such as 
modular furniture, garden spaces, 
and even full scale buildings such 
as schools and houses. This is 
becoming a growing movement of 
communities all over the world.

#PlasticFreeStartsWithMe
Ms. Fiona Faulkner, Environmental and Community Development Officer 
of The Plastic Solution, was the guest speaker for the event.
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Promoting
PROJECT ECHO

Since its launching, CSCE has 
been active in promoting this 
advocacy campaign. Preceding 
the 2nd term of AY 2018-2019, 
information sessions have been 
conducted with each College 
Department, wherein Project 
ECHO is thoroughly discussed 
and the mechanics of eco bricking 
are explained to the faculty 
members. In turn, the faculty 
members are asked to discuss 
MCL’s advocacy campaign on 
class orientations and practice 
environmental consciousness in 
the classroom, on campus, and as 
hoped, in their own households 
and communities as well.

CSCE has also conducted 
information sessions with MCL 
students through the MCL 
Supreme Student Council- 
General Assembly. CSCE invites 
each student organization 
to conduct Community 
Engagement activities related 
to Project ECHO and encourage 
the student body to practice

Information sessions were 
also conducted with MCL’s 
maintenance and support staff. 
The mechanics of eco bricking 
are also introduced to the support 
staff. Eco brick bins are placed 
in various locations around 
campus and are maintained 
by CSCE with the help of the 
maintenance and support staff. 

Aside from the constant 
promotion of Project ECHO, 
CSCE has also provided 
announcement screens for 
promotional materials. There are 
LED screens located in the CLIR 
Library and at the MCL Cafeteria. 
Student organizations and MCL 
Departments are encouraged to 
use these LED screens instead of 
printing posters and tarpaulins 
as promotional materials. 

Sustainability in 
Community Engagement

Since the launching of Project 
ECHO, several projects 
implemented have included eco 
bricking in their activities. MCL’s 
partner communities such as 
Majayjay, Pangil, and partner 
schools in Cabuyao and Calamba 
have been introduced to MCL’s 
advocacy campaign and are 
taught how to make eco bricks. In 
fact, proposals on constructing 
eco-brick structures such as 
classrooms, multipurpose hall, 
and compost pit are just some of 
the upcoming projects for MCL in 
the succeeding year.  
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It’s another blue Christmas at 
MCL as CSCE leads this year’s 
Christmas Tree Lighting Ceremony 
on December 7, 2018. MCL students, 
faculty, and staff, along with invited 
guests from Partner Communities 
gathered for the evening to witness 
one of the most anticipated events 
in the campus: the lighting of MCL’s 
big and blue Christmas tree—this 
time, located at Shannon Drive. 

This year’s theme is: Mission BLUE: 
Bring Life, Unite for the Environment. 
Always true to its advocacy, MCL 
and CSCE aim to showcase how 
the community can help Bring Life, 

and unite for the environment, 
through its sustainable projects 
and initiatives with stakeholders 
and partner communities.

The event kicked off with food and 
drinks for MCL faculty and staff 
were served at the Jose Rizal Lobby. 
Simultaneously, MCL faculty and 
staff actively participated in the 
eco brick game, where they would 
submit eco bricks and claim a token. 
The department with the highest 
eco brick submission (measured 
in weight) wins a special prize. A 
raffle draw with prizes from various 
sponsors excited the guests in 
anticipation of the actual program.

Moving on to the next part of the 
event, guests were ushered to 
Shannon Drive to witness, through 
the prepared AVPs, the years’ 
service-learning and community 
engagement projects. Guests include 
GM Raymund Diaz, along with the 
staff from Pangil River Eco Park, 
Ka Ato Buera and the farmer’s from 
Majayjay. Teachers from Partner 
Schools from Pangil, Majayjay, 

Calamba, and Cavite were 
also present in the program.  

Ms. Raychelle Artuz, director of the 
Center for Service-Learning and 
Community Engagement shared 
MCL and CSCE’s success and hopes 
in the implementation of more 
sustainable projects in the following 
year, especially with Project ECHO 
and Mission Plastic Solution newly 
introduced. She also shared with the 
guests, the impending partnerships 
MCL and CSCE has yet to partake 
in with various institutions, both 
from the private and public sector.

This year, the Mission BLUE AVP 
showcased the fruitful projects that 
MCL has conducted through their 
forged and ongoing partnerships 
with Pangil, Majayjay, Calamba, 
and Cabuyao through Service-
Learning projects and Community 
Engagements. This was followed by 
a Learner-Centered AVP wherein 
MCL students reflected on the 
community engagement projects

> Continued on next page
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that they have participated in, as the Community 
Engagement Heads from each College and 
Senior High School recounted what they 
want their students to learn in these projects.

After the program, guests, along with MCL 
faculty and staff gathered for the main event of 
the night: the lighting of the Christmas Tree.

Invited guest Congresswoman Ruth Hernandez was 
present during the lighting ceremony and has expressed 
her gratitude to MCL for conducting community 
engagement activities that benefit the people of Laguna. 

After the festivities, guests were ushered to ETY Lobby 
for dinner and serenaded with more holiday tunes by 
MCL’s SHAPE and a performance by students from 
Dapdap Elementary School. A raffle draw excites the  
guests as well as MCL faculty and staff.  

More than 2,000 runners joined MCL’s first event 
of the year, Wizards Run 2019, kicking off MCL’s 
13th Foundation Week Celebration on January 
19, 2019 at Greenfield City, Santa Rosa, Laguna. 

Opened to all MCL Community and partner 
communities, the event was organized 
by the Center for Service-Learning 
and Community Engagement, MCL’s 
corporate social arm, in partnership with 
Run Mania Philippines Promotions. 

Runners of the benefit run dashed the 3K and 5K 
routes, all for the benefit of CSCE’s Project ECHO 
which aims to support all its Service-Learning and 
Community Engagement activities for the year. 

Starting at 5:00 AM, runners gathered at Greenfield 
City for warm ups led by MCL’s very own Whizzy 
and Dash. Special prizes were given to early 
registrants (individual and family) and best wizard. 

Winners of the run are: For the 5K Run- Allan 
Dave Polancos, a guest runner from Pulo National 
High School and Michelle Grace Braga from 
MCL SHS. Meanwhile, for the 3K Run- John 
Nervin Arias  from MCL and Ayessa Sofia 
De Castro from Pulo National High School.  

A motorcade joined by MCL faculty, staff, students 
and guests followed after the fun run event. 
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